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“Scotty, I Need More Power”—The Fission System Gateway to 
Abundant Power for Exploration 

 
Donald T. Palac 

National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Glenn Research Center 
Cleveland, Ohio 44135 

Abstract 
In planning and in crisis, electrical power has been a key consideration when humans venture into 

space. Since the 1950’s, nuclear fission (splitting of atoms) power has been a logical alternative in both 
fact and fiction, due to its ability to provide abundant power with high energy density, reliability, and 
immunity to severe environments. Bringing space fission power to a state of readiness for exploration has 
depended on clearing the hurdle of technology readiness demonstration. Due to the happy coincidence of 
heritage from prior space fission development efforts such as the Prometheus program, foresight from 
NASA’s Exploration Mission Systems Directorate in the mid-2000’s, and relative budget stability 
through the late 2000’s, National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and Department of 
Energy (DOE), with their industry partners, are poised to push through to this objective. Hardware for a 
12 kWe non-nuclear Fission Power System Technology Demonstration Unit is being fabricated now on a 
schedule that will enable a low-cost demonstration of technology readiness in the mid-2010s, with testing 
beginning as early as 2012. With space fission power system technology demonstrated, exploration 
mission planners will have the flexibility to respond to a broad variety of missions and will be able to 
provide abundant power so that future explorers will, in planning or crisis, have the power they need 
when they most need it. 

Introduction 
In life as in fiction, the availability of abundant power, especially in a small package, can liberate the 

imagination. We have heated and lit our homes and streets, crossed continents and oceans, and sent robots 
beyond the influence of the Sun by harnessing sources of energy and turning them to our purposes. Our 
imaginings of the future have included everything from flying cars to starships that warp space-time. 
Often, in life and fiction, limited power availability can lead to disappointment, frustration, and even 
danger. Nearly eclipsing the first landing on the Moon, the world held its breath as the Apollo 13 
command module returned to Earth, uncertain if enough power remained to control the reentry and deploy 
parachutes. Those responsible for supplying power to enable humankind’s endeavors bear the frustration 
that our systems never seem to supply enough power, reliably enough, to all the places power is needed, 
in a small enough and light enough package. These challenges turn us increasingly to higher energy 
density in our power systems, and the post-WWII excitement at harnessing the atom was in part related to 
the energy density of nuclear systems. Perhaps an echo of that excitement can be heard in the realization 
that nuclear power is an important part of the solution to keeping up with the increasing global energy 
demand while minimizing impact to the environment. Simultaneously, recent interest in extending human 
presence into space has resulted in advancements in the technology readiness of fission power systems for 
use on spacecraft and planetary surfaces. With a continuation of this interest for just a few more years, a 
major gateway to the use of fission power in space can be opened, that will allow potential users to go 
forward with the development of space fission power systems with confidence that the system level 
technology readiness has been established. 

Recent revival of interest in space fission power began with NASA’s Prometheus program of the early 
2000’s, which envisioned the use of 100’s of kilowatts to enable multiple encounters with Jupiter’s major 
moons on one mission by use of electric propulsion, with that same abundant level of power available for 
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science instruments while coasting in the moons’ vicinity. While short-lived, the Prometheus program’s 
investments in analysis and design of space fission power systems refreshed interest and capabilities in those 
areas, while investments in power conversion and heat rejection technology development resulted in an 
increased readiness for future space fission power system requirements. NASA changed its focus to 
President George W. Bush’s Vision for Space Exploration in 2004, instigating the recapture and updating of 
prior studies of fission power for the surfaces of the Moon and Mars, as well as calling for evolving 
Prometheus program investments. The Vision for Space Exploration’s focus on “go as you pay” meant a 
challenge to the space fission community to make cost and risk minimization the first priority after safety in 
identifying the approach to space fission power for human exploration. NASA and DOE, with industry’s 
assistance, responded to this challenge by defining an approach to power system for the surface of the Moon 
or Mars that relies heavily on components and subsystems with prior space and terrestrial fission power 
experience, especially those involved in the reactor. This approach resulted in a surface power concept that 
meets expected lunar/Mars surface requirements and avoids high risk/high cost new developments, at a 
system mass that is compatible with surface mission requirements. 

NASA is currently in the midst of examining strategic approaches to a flexible path for human 
exploration. Because the planning is just beginning, the requirements for missions included in any given 
path are not yet known. However, it is expected that low risk and cost are likely to be continued emphases 
of any given path. At the same time, the push for new approaches to human exploration also includes an 
emphasis on going beyond Earth orbit, with Mars as an eventual goal. Because of Mars’s distance from 
the Sun and its atmosphere-borne dust, most previous assessments of Mars surface exploration power 
system requirements have identified fission power as enabling for human missions. If a goal of steps on a 
flexible path to Mars is to demonstrate capabilities need to extend human presence to Mars and beyond, 
then it appears prudent to demonstrate space fission power as part of these steps. Some missions 
envisioned in emerging studies of flexible paths may call for a fission power system with different 
requirements than surface missions, such as lower specific mass and higher power levels. The low cost, 
low risk approach applied to fission surface power can serve as a starting point for cost and risk 
minimization of these flexible path power systems. Fission power systems scale well to higher power 
levels, it may be possible to preserve much of the low cost and risk features in higher power fission 
systems. In addition, it will be shown later in this paper that significant investment and momentum exists 
now for the establishment by the mid-2010’s of fission power system-level technology readiness in a 
relevant environment, based on the lunar/Mars surface expected requirements. Continuation of this 
technology development effort now, leveraging prior investments and sustaining existing momentum, has 
the potential for establishing an important gateway for fission power system flight hardware development 
for a variety of future missions. 

Nomenclature 

AFSPSS Affordable Fission Surface Power System Study 
DOE Department of Energy 
EP Electric Propulsion 
ESMD Exploration Mission Systems Directorate 
ETDD Enabling Technology Development and Demonstration 
ETDP Exploration Technology Development Program 
FCS Facility Cooling System 
FPS Fission Power System 
FSP Fission Surface Power 
FSPS Fission Surface Power System 
FY Fiscal Year 
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GRC Glenn Research Center 
HR Heat Rejection 
HRS Heat Rejection System 
HRU Heat Rejection Unit 
HX Heat Exchanger 
I&C Instrumentation and Controls 
INL Idaho National Laboratory 
ISRU In-Situ Resource Utilization 
ISS  International Space Station 
kg kilogram 
kW kilowatts 
kWe kilowatts (electric) 
kWt kilowatts (thermal) 
LaNL Los Alamos National Laboratory 
m meter 
MSFC Marshall Space Flight Center 
NaK Sodium/Potassium mixture 
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
NEO Near Earth Object 
NEP Nuclear Electric Propulsion 
ORNL Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
PCU Power Conversion Unit 
PMAD Power Management and Distribution 
RDU Radiator Demonstration Unit 
rem Roentgen Equivalent Man 
Rx Reactor 
Rx Sim Reactor Simulator 
S/C Spacecraft 
SNL Sandia National Laboratory 
TDU Technology Demonstration Unit 
TRL Technology Readiness Level 

Review of Low Risk/Cost Principles for Space Fission Power 
The Fission Surface Power Systems (FSPS) project was initiated and included into the ESMD 

Exploration Technology Development Program in 2007 to develop system level technology that provides 
the option for fission surface power for the U.S. Space Exploration Policy (formerly the Vision for Space 
Exploration). The goals, elements, and plans of the FSPS project have been explained in detail previously; 
the project key goals are to: 
 

• Develop a FSPS concept that meets surface power requirements at reasonable cost with added 
benefits over competitive options 

• Establish a hardware-based technical foundation for FSPS design concepts that reduces risk 
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• Reduce the cost uncertainties for FSPS and establish greater credibility for flight system cost 
estimates 

• Generate the key gate products that would allow Agency decision-makers to consider FSPS as a 
viable option to proceed to flight development 

 
The first responsibility of the FSPS project was to undertake the Affordable Fission Surface Power 

System Study (AFSPSS), a collaborative effort that included participation from NASA, DOE, and nuclear 
industry expert consultants, with review by industry. The study team identified strategies to achieve 
affordability that included: 
 

• Modest requirements and operating conditions 
• Selection of a well-established reactor concept 
• Significant terrestrial operational experience, SNAP-10A space flight operations, and significant 

prior space fission power system development experience; see Bennett (1996) and Teofilo (2006). 
• Large fabrication experience (low cost) 
• Large operational database 
• Reactor design for self regulation of perturbations with large margins  
• Robust control system 
• Extensive reliance on existing terrestrial and prior space nuclear power systems databases 

 
Application of these strategies resulted in a FSP concept with the characteristics as shown in Table 1 

and Figure 1. The high energy density of nuclear power enabled a favorable trade on mass with risk and 
complexity, furthered also by the dominance of reactor and shielding mass with respect to the overall 
system mass. 
 

TABLE 1.—AFSPSS PRELIMINARY BASIS FOR AFFORDABILITY 
Power level and Design life • 40 kWe, 5-8 years 

Design approach • 900 K liquid-metal cooled reactor with UO2 fuel (terrestrial design basis), less 
than 200 kWt thermal power level 

• Stirling power conversion with 850 K input, ~10 kWe/Stirling engine 
• 400 K water radiators (ISS-derived), <200 m2 
• 400 V transmission, 120 V bus (ISS-derived) for loads 

Technology needs • Liquid metal primary loop and Stirling hot-end interface 
• End-to-end system performance test (TDU) 
• Reactor criticality benchmarking tests 

Launch and Startup • Up to two units delivered on a single lunar lander 
• Reactor startup after installation and crew inspection 

Mission and Environment • One of several power sources for crew and equipment; backup power and crew 
availability provide contingency options 

• Technology and concept design extensible to Mars surface missions 
• Lunar day/night cycle, 50 to 350 K sink, accommodation of dust 
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Figure 1.—Fission surface power reference concept. 

 
 

The FSPS affordable design philosophy is founded in principles of conservatism, simplicity, and 
robustness. Conservatism was employed in the selection of the highest temperature in the entire system of 
900 K, allowing the use of stainless steel and other non-refractory materials for structure. Conservatism 
also dictated that the conceptual operation and performance of the FSP system would be kept well within 
the existing experience database from terrestrial and prior space nuclear power systems testing and 
operations. The application of the principle of simplicity resulted in the selection of modest power level 
(40 kWe) and life (8 years) goals for the FSP conceptual design, translating to large margins against any 
possibility of uncommanded criticality (start up) of the reactor, and the inclusion of negative temperature 
reactivity feedback across the operating range of the reactor. This feature causes reactor reactivity to drop 
as temperature increases, resulting in a self-regulating characteristic of reactor operation that simplifies 
power system monitoring and control. Robustness, the availability of significant margin on operating 
conditions, is to a large extent an intrinsic result of the principle of conservatism. However, employment 
of available margin to increased redundancy, structural capability, and fault tolerance, rather than 
performance, has direct benefits in reduced risks and costs. A more complete treatment of these applied 
principles can be found in Palac (2009). 

Status of Fission Power System Technology Development 
In May, 2007, the NASA Associate Administrator for Exploration approved the AFSPSS results and 

directed the continuation of the FSPS project’s technology development. The project undertook a series of 
“Pathfinder” activities to validate the technology readiness of component and subsystem technologies in 
preparation for its main goal of system-level technology readiness validation. Finalization of the FSP 
reference concept definition in parallel to the Pathfinder tests culminated in the preparation of the FSP 
system level non-nuclear (i.e., electrically heated) Technology Demonstration Unit (TDU) specification in 
2009, with subsequent initiation of TDU design, development, and procurement activities. 
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Pathfinder Testing Status 

Major elements of a fission space power system include the reactor and heat transfer loop, power 
conversion, and heat rejection. Pathfinder testing has been completed for components and subsystems for 
each of these elements. Figure 2 gives an overview of the Pathfinder testing. Highlights of the Pathfinder 
testing are summarized in the following sections. More details are available in Palac (2010).  

Reactor Simulator and Heat Transfer Loop 
As described above, the low risk/cost approach to space fission power is a result of minimization of 

reactor system technology development. However, the technology of simulating an FSP reactor with 
electrical heating required development and demonstration. Building on work started under the Prometheus 
space nuclear power and propulsion program earlier this decade, NASA Marshall Space Flight Center 
(MSFC) and the DOE undertook development of reliable high energy density electrical heater bundles that 
can simulate nuclear reactor components. In 2010, a 7-element bundle of electric heaters was tested in a 
configuration simulating a nuclear reactor fuel element bundle, providing heat to a liquid metal NaK heat 
transfer fluid at 875 K; see Godfroy (2011). Transferring heat from the reactor simulator to the power 
conversion unit requires pumping of liquid metal NaK. Electromagnetic pumps have been used in terrestrial 
liquid metal reactors, but none of the type suitable for an FSPS have been manufactured for over 15 years. 
An electromagnetic Annular Linear Induction Pump (ALIP) was fabricated by Idaho National Laboratory 
and Pacific Northwest National Laboratory and tested in 2009. It delivered a pressure head of 58 to 68 kPa 
at a flow rate of approximately 4 kg/s as designed; see Polzin (2010).  

 
Figure 2.—Fission surface power pathfinder test summary. 
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Power Conversion 
Demonstration of Stirling engine readiness at multi-kilowatt electrical power levels was an important 

Pathfinder prerequisite to proceeding to full scale TDU power conversion unit design and fabrication. In 
addition, Stirling engine operation with heat supplied via liquid metal NaK had never been demonstrated 
prior to the FSPS Pathfinder demonstration. NASA Glenn Research Center (GRC), in conjunction with 
Sunpower, Inc., modified a commercial Stirling engine design to meet the requirements of a Pathfinder 
demonstration unit, and Sunpower fabricated two 1 kWe Stirling engines. GRC added liquid metal NaK 
heat exchangers to the engines, which were subsequently installed and tested in MSFC’s Primary Test 
Circuit laboratory. The NaK-heated Stirling pair demonstrated 2.4 kWe of power (as expected, slightly 
over the nominal 2 kWe rating of the combined engine set because the test conditions fall in the optimal 
range of engine operation), with a more-uniform-than-expected circumferential temperature distribution 
in the NaK heat exchanger, indicating low structural stresses in this critical interface. This 
accomplishment provides confidence for proceeding with the detailed design and fabrication of a full 
scale 12 kWe Stirling power conversion unit for the FSPS TDU; see Briggs (2010). 

Heat Rejection 
The FSPS heat rejection system must reject approximately 140 kWt of thermal power from the power 

conversion module at a temperature of 400 K or more. Titanium-water heat pipes embedded in composite 
radiators were selected as the most suitable technologies for these conditions, leveraging Prometheus Jupiter 
Icy Moons Orbiter mission studies. A full scale “2nd Generation” Radiator Demonstration Unit (RDU) was 
designed and developed by Material Innovations, Inc. in 2008 to 2009. This RDU included a water manifold 
to deliver heat to the evaporator ends of the heat pipes, the heat pipes themselves, and the 1.7 m tall by 
2.7 m wide composite radiator panels that radiate the heat distributed through the panel by the heat pipes. 
The RDU was tested over the summer of 2009 in the GRC Vacuum Facility 6, and it successfully 
demonstrated the rejection of 6 kWt of heat as designed under simulated lunar conditions; see Ellis (2011). 

Technology Demonstration Unit Status 

The TDU is an end-to-end system test of a reactor simulator (Rx Sim), Power Conversion Unit 
(PCU), and Heat Rejection System (HRS) in thermal-vacuum as shown in Figure 3. The TDU is intended 
to demonstrate the major elements of a notional Fission Surface Power System (FSPS) using a non-
nuclear heat source. The Rx Sim includes an electrical resistance heat source and a liquid metal (sodium 
potassium or NaK) heat transport loop. It simulates the reactor thermal interface and expected dynamic 
response. The PCU generates electric power utilizing the heated liquid metal and rejects waste heat to the 
HRS. The HRS includes a pumped water-cooling loop coupled to vertical radiator panels suspended in the 
thermal-vacuum facility. An intermediate test configuration, prior to the installation of the HRS, includes  

 

 
Figure 3.—TDU test layout. 
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a Facility Cooling System (FCS) to reject PCU waste heat utilizing an external heat exchanger. The data 
acquisition and control, and power management and distribution equipment would be external to the 
vacuum facility and provide prototypic functionality using commercially available, rack-mounted 
components. 

TDU Reactor Simulator Status 
The successful completion of the 7-element Pathfinder electrical heater bundle test paved the way for 

fabrication of the 37-pin TDU Core Simulator. The TDU Core Simulator is designed to deliver as much as 
90 kWt to the NaK heat transfer fluid loop at 875 K, and power and temperature can be varied across a 
range of planned TDU test conditions. The TDU Core Simulator fabrication was recently completed by 
MSFC, supported by Idaho, Los Alamos, Oak Ridge, and Sandia National Laboratories. Figure 4 shows the 
completed hardware. Major portions of the TDU Annular Linear Induction Pump were fabricated by Idaho 
and Pacific Northwest National Laboratories. Final assembly of the pump awaits delivery of materials to 
complete the electromagnetic induction circuitry. The pump will be tested in a liquid metal NaK test loop at 
MSFC before being installed in the TDU Reactor Simulator. Oak Ridge National Laboratory has delivered 
the TDU Volume Accumulator, which will assist in filling the TDU NaK loop and allow for fluid volume 
variations during testing. MSFC has fabricated the primary platform of the TDU Reactor Simulator 
Mounting Structure, which will support the Reactor Simulator components during pre-TDU verification 
testing, and will provide for integration with the remainder of the TDU when delivered to GRC. 
 
 

(a)  (b)   

(c)  
Figure 4.—(a) TDU core simulator, (b) Volume accumulator, and (c) Mounting structure at MSFC.  
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Figure 5.—TDU power conversion unit design (Sunpower, Inc.). 

TDU Power Conversion Unit (PCU) Status 
Sunpower, Inc. began the design and development of the Power Conversion Unit for the TDU in 

April, 2009, and is on schedule for delivery of a 12 kWe PCU consisting of two thermodynamically-
coupled 6 kWe Stirling engines in the winter of 2011-12. The PCU, like the rest of TDU, will be a full-
scale technology demonstrator of FSP hardware. A full scale FSP delivering 40 kWe will have four PCUs 
(8 kWe in excess of user loads is for FSP internal loads and accommodation of losses), so the TDU will 
be mostly full scale at 1/4 power of the FSP concept; see Wood (2011). A preliminary graphic of the PCU 
is shown in Figure 5. 

TDU Heat Rejection Unit (HRU) Status 
The successful completion of the Pathfinder Radiator Demonstration Unit testing of a full-scale panel 

radiator panel established the technology readiness of the heat rejection concept for FSP. The basis exists 
for the development of a specification for the procurement of a TDU Heat Rejection Unit, which will 
accept the rejected heat from the Stirling Power Conversion Unit of as much as 36 kWt via six radiator 
panels in the GRC Vacuum Facility 6 with liquid nitrogen cold walls to simulate the lunar environment. 
The TDU assembly and testing is phased to reduce risk, with the Reactor Simulator testing completed 
first at MSFC, the Reactor Simulator and PCU integration and testing with a water Facility Cooling 
System substituting for the Heat Rejection Unit, and lastly full integration of the TDU including the 
HRU. Because of funding limitations and the delayed need for the HRU, start of HRU design is not 
currently planned until the end of 2012. 

TDU Summary Schedule 
Figure 6 shows the TDU summary schedule. Red indicates the Reactor Simulator element, yellow is the 

first phase of the TDU without the HRU, and green is the fully integrated TDU. It is clear from the schedule 
that much of the preparation and planning for the TDU has been accomplished, and that two of three major 
elements are in fabrication. Not explicit in the schedule is the magnitude of knowledge and experience that 
has been built up in the past several years in a team that has focused on bringing the technology readiness of 
space fission power to a system level. The record of success and the momentum required to complete the 
job supports a compelling rationale that now is the time to establish this benchmark.  
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Figure 6.—TDU summary schedule. 

 

Conclusions 
Significant experience exists in terrestrial and prior space fission power systems development, testing, 

and operation, and this experience has provided solid foundation for reduction of risk and cost in space 
fission power system development via the availability of large databases of information on performance and 
operations of fission systems. Staying well within the margins of this experience base has the potential to 
keep fission system development and deployment no more costly than other aerospace systems of similar 
complexity. In the past few years, the Fission Surface Power Systems project has explored the application of 
principles of low risk/cost to fission systems concept definition and technology development. Successful 
completion of a number of Pathfinder readiness validation activities, along with the on-schedule current 
development and fabrication of a non-nuclear system-level fission power Technology Demonstration Unit, 
have established that the momentum, experience, and progress exist now to push through to the 
benchmarking space fission power technology readiness for future missions.  

Abundant power is as important for future space exploration missions as it has ever been. Mars 
remains a major waypoint in the expansion of human presence into the solar system, and the enabling 
nature of fission power for human exploration on the Martian surface has been well established. 
Demonstration of fission power in space prior to Mars is prudent, and may have multiple benefits to a 
variety of other capabilities that will be necessary for the expansion of human presence (Figure 7 
illustrates notionally some examples). Following through on the progress of the last several years clearly 
offers the potential to open the gateway to abundant power for future generations of space explorers, who 
need never give voice to the expression, “…I need more power.”  
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Figure 7.—Fission power system technology demonstration: the gateway to abundant power. 
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